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Introduction 

 

Welcome to your astrology compatibility report. 

 

This report is based on the astrology technique of Synastry, which compares the horoscopes of two people 

and interprets the correlations between them. 

 

The first part of the report analyzes the mix of Qualities and Elements between you to give a general 

indication of your modes of behavior. 

 

The second part looks at the placements of each other's planets in one another's natal houses. This 

indicates how you influence each other in the areas of life represented by the houses occupied by one 

another's planets. 

 

The third part interprets the inter-aspects between your two charts. This shows how you relate to each 

other. Some of these interpretations are positive and easy and others are challenging. 

 

Your Synastry report reveals your areas of harmony and compatibility as well as your areas of tension and 

conflict. Hold in mind that human relationships are complex and contradictions can occur in the 

interpretation. 

 

We trust you will find the report insightful and helpful. 

 

Birth Data 

 

.Adolf Hitler Natal Chart. 

.20 Apr 1889 6:30:00 PM LMT -00:52:13. 

.Branau Inn Austria 13e03'00 48n16'00. 

.Geocentric Tropical Zodiac. 

.Placidus House System. 

 

.Eva Braun Natal Chart. 

.6 Feb 1912 5:30:00 AM CET -01:00:00. 

.Munich Germany 11e34'00 48n08'00. 

.Geocentric Tropical Zodiac. 



.Placidus House System. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

Qualities and Elements 

 

 

Adolf's strongest Quality is Cardinal and Eva's strongest Quality is Mutable 

A relationship between Cardinal and Mutable personalities is generally good as you both enjoy change 

and variety. Adolf has a pioneering spirit and likes to initiate new things and Eva is very adaptable. 

Problems can arise between you, though, if Eva is negligent and unmotivated or if Adolf tries to dominate 

or order Eva around. 

 

 

Adolf's strongest Element is Earth and Eva's strongest Element is Earth 

Relationships between two Earth personalities are real, stable and usually enduring. Change is often 

resisted. Practical considerations dominate the inclinations of the heart. Shared material successes are 

likely. 

 

 

 

Adolf's Houses 

 

 

Eva's Planets in your Houses 

 

 

Her Sun is in your 4th House 

Home is where the heart is. Living together is important to her. Eva makes her presence felt around the 

house and may take the lead in family affairs and decisions. She is house-proud and likes to make sure 

that your home is always presentable. 

 

 

Her Moon is in your 11th House 

Here is someone who you can get close to and call a friend. She instinctively tunes into your needs and 

enjoys spending time with you. Quite possibly, you met each other in a social setting or through a mutual 

friend. She readily supports your ambitions and goals in life. 

 

 

Her Mercury is in your 3rd House 

The way she thinks and communicates strike a chord with you. She has a compelling way with words that 

you find stimulating and invigorating. You bounce ideas off one another, and when you team up together 

you make a great double act. You learn a lot from one another and alternate between playing each other's 

teacher and student. 

 

 

Her Venus is in your 3rd House 

You love talking to each other and enjoy sharing intimate discussions. Good communication is what 

makes this relationship work. She can open your mind up to art and literature. Your social life together is 

likely to be active and stimulating with people seeking your company. 

 



 

Her Mars is in your 8th House 

If there is one thing in your relationship that you are bound to argue about it is money! You find out, 

perhaps, the hard way from each other what sharing is all about. Losses and disputes can be incurred, 

especially if you are both reckless. 

 

 

Her Jupiter is in your 2nd House 

Eva may be able to help you to increase your personal wealth, however, take care that you don't put your 

financial security at risk through getting involved in unwise investments. Avoid over-extending yourself 

financially if you can't afford it. You may participate in business activities together. 

 

 

Her Saturn is in your 7th House 

You have to ask yourself: "Is this the person I can see myself spending the rest of my life with?" Answer 

this question honestly. She certainly has the potential for being around for the long haul, however, she 

may try to take control of the relationship. 

 

 

Her Uranus is in your 3rd House 

She can say things to you that most people wouldn't get away with because you've come to expect just 

about anything from her. She has the ability to stimulate your mind and get you to look at things 

differently. 

 

 

Her Neptune is in your 9th House 

Eva may appear to be a wonderful spiritual being to you. She may seem learned with philosophical or 

academic knowledge. She may be these things to a degree, however, take care that you don't get seduced 

away from your core beliefs. 

 

 

Her Pluto is in your 9th House 

Eva can transform the way you see the world philosophically and spiritually. She has strong beliefs and 

convictions that may impact upon you for better or otherwise. Care may be necessary when traveling 

together in risky regions. 

 

 

Her Ascendant is in your 3rd House 

Some people just seem to know how others think and what's on their minds. Eva and you have that sort of 

understanding between you. She is on your wavelength. 

 

 

Her Midheaven is in your 1st House 

What Eva does and is known for can inspire and motivate you to think about what you really want and 

need to do to realize your own potential. 

 

 

 

 

 



Eva's Houses 

 

 

Adolf's Planets in your Houses 

 

 

His Sun is in your 3rd House 

Communication is vital to this relationship. Adolf encourages you to speak your mind and you will 

probably have many heart to heart discussions with each other. He may tend to initiate or dominate 

conversations. One of the best ways to keep things stimulating between you is to have the occasional 

short trip away together. 

 

 

His Moon is in your 1st House 

He has an instinct for who you are and what you are capable of achieving in your life. He senses your 

needs and moods with uncanny accuracy. He is always ready to help and support you as you pursue your 

personal interests and activities. You, in turn, respond to his nurturing influence and feel protective 

towards him. 

 

 

His Mercury is in your 3rd House 

The way he thinks and communicates strike a chord with you. He has a compelling way with words that 

you find stimulating and invigorating. You bounce ideas off one another, and when you team up together 

you make a great double act. You learn a lot from one another and alternate between playing each other's 

teacher and student. 

 

 

His Venus is in your 4th House 

You enjoy being at home with Adolf and this is where you can be happy together. He can help you to 

harmonize and beautify your domestic environment. Building a nest together is important to you. 

 

 

His Mars is in your 4th House 

He is sure to make his presence felt in the home. He will naturally take charge of domestic affairs or 

chores and organize how things should be done around the house. He has strong views on family 

relationships and conflicts among family members is possible. Living with him is never boring. 

 

 

His Jupiter is in your 1st House 

You are lucky to have Adolf in your life because he lifts you out of your world and shows you what is 

possible when you extend yourself and take chances. Rest assured, he has your best interests at heart and 

won't lead you into situations that you can't handle. 

 

 

His Saturn is in your 7th House 

You have to ask yourself: "Is this the person I can see myself spending the rest of my life with?" Answer 

this question honestly. He certainly has the potential for being around for the long haul, however, he may 

try to take control of the relationship. 

 

 



His Uranus is in your 9th House 

Adolf is someone who has entered your life to turn your beliefs and philosophical outlooks upside down. 

He has the power to awaken you and show you alternative ways of looking at things. He fascinates and 

inspires you. He may take you to places that you never knew existed. 

 

 

His Neptune is in your 5th House 

There can be touches of idealism, romanticism or infatuation attached to this relationship. There is a risk 

of seduction which can lead to disillusionment and disappointment. Your love affair may have even been 

secretive. He may inspire you creatively and artistically. 

 

 

His Pluto is in your 5th House 

You have an almost undeniable attraction to Adolf. He can bring passion into your love-life, however, 

there can also be the possibility of possessiveness and jealousy. Guard against power struggles, obsessive 

tendencies and sexual manipulation. 

 

 

His Ascendant is in your 9th House 

It is a beautiful thing to travel on the same road as someone else. He is a fellow traveler in your life. His 

beliefs and spiritual outlooks are in accord with yours. You may journey far and wide together. 

 

 

His Midheaven is in your 7th House 

His reputation and stature in society can determine what sort of relationship life you have. 

 

 

 

Aspects 

 

 

Adolf's Sun is Square Eva's Mercury 2z11' A 

A challenging aspect between the Sun and Mercury makes for tense communications and 

misunderstandings. You tend to agree on some things and strongly disagree on others. As a team, you 

come across as two people who have quite different outlooks and opinions about things. One of you may 

tend to dominate the thinking of the other or take the lead in discussions and decision-making. 

 

 

Adolf's Sun is Square Eva's Uranus 0z27' S 

Your first meeting was likely to have been sudden or in a situation that was unusual to you both. The 

energy between you is electrifying and exhilarating. Life together is always interesting. Other people find 

your relationship exciting and stimulating because they can see that you don't play by the rules. You can 

also experience build ups of stress and tension with each other as well. 

 

 

Adolf's Sun is Sextile Eva's Pluto 3z39' S 

The strength of this aspect in a relationship is its ability to transform both of your lives in a good way. 

You have a positive influence on each other and those you associate with. The mere fact that you are 

together is an indication that you want to achieve things in life and to make a difference. 



 

 

Adolf's Sun is Trine Eva's Ascendant 3z58' S 

A harmonious aspect between the Ascendant and the Sun makes for an ease of individual and social 

interaction. You are able to relate well to each other and come across to others as a confident couple who 

look right together. 

 

 

Adolf's Sun is Opposition Eva's Midheaven 5z33' S 

An opposition aspect between the Sun and the Midheaven in a relationship is a potent combination for 

success in the world and in family life. You help each other to realize your personal and mutual 

ambitions. Your home is likely to be a hive of activity. 

 

 

Adolf's Moon is Conjunct Eva's Venus 2z07' A 

In a romantic relationship, you couldn't ask for a better astrological pairing. Even non-romantic 

associations benefit from this combination. You have deep and genuine affection for each other. You are 

devoted to one another and will do anything for each other. There is mutual attraction and strong feelings 

of love, which are easily expressed. You both love the good life and appreciate the arts and culture. 

Together, you have the power to charm and captivate others. You are gracious hosts and welcome guests. 

 

 

Adolf's Moon is Conjunct Eva's Ascendant 1z51' A 

You both really feel a strong personal connection with each other. There is a genuine feeling of intimacy 

and closeness between you. It is not by chance that you have come into each other's lives; you are meant 

to be together in some capacity. You are emotionally in tune with one another and are able to pick up on 

each other's feelings easily. However, you can, on occasion, get moody and irritable with each other. As a 

couple you seem natural together and make others feel at ease in your company. 

 

 

Adolf's Moon is Sextile Eva's Midheaven 0z17' A 

A harmonious aspect between the Midheaven and the Moon promotes feelings of happiness in the home 

and growth in the outer world. A close personal connection exists between you. 

 

 

Adolf's Mercury is Square Eva's Mercury 2z57' A 

Communications between you are often strained. You frequently agree to differ. At best, you are able to 

give one another the opportunity to see things in a different light and thus cultivate objectivity in your 

individual thinking. You may encounter difficulties when making bilateral decisions because you both 

have your own views on how things are or should be. A lack of consideration for each other's views or 

ideas can irritate both of you. 

 

 

Adolf's Mercury is Square Eva's Uranus 4z42' A 

You either have the ability to excite each other mentally or get intensely irritated with one another. Ideas 

move quickly between you when you're in tune and when you put your minds together you can be quite 

brilliant and ingenious. However, when you are out of sync with each other you can become stubborn and 

contradictory. 

 



 

Adolf's Mercury is Square Eva's Neptune 3z54' S 

Spiritual and metaphysical subjects interest you both and you seem to be tuned into each other 

psychically. You are receptive to one another's ideas and instinctively know when something sounds right 

or wrong. Be aware that there can be some problems with honesty between you; one may deceive the 

other or blur the truth - deliberately or unintentionally. You need to trust your instincts when 

communicating with each other. 

 

 

Adolf's Mercury is Sextile Eva's Pluto 1z30' A 

Through the process of mutual self-examination, you have the power to transform your thinking and 

understanding of yourselves. As a team, you are well-suited to investigative and research work. You 

could even publish or market something together. 

 

 

Eva's Sun is Square Adolf's Venus 0z39' A 

This can be a challenging relationship dynamic. You are physically attracted to one another however this 

may be where the connection between you begins and ends. It is likely that you like what you see in each 

other but relationships based on external appearances alone don't tend to last long. In order to allow any 

contact between you to grow beyond the physical you need to find each other's inner qualities and beauty. 

 

 

Adolf's Venus is Conjunct Eva's Saturn 2z58' A 

Relationship difficulties are possible. Feelings of dissatisfaction can arise between you if one tries to the 

other. You may have problems being intimate with each other and expressing your affections. The 

tensions caused by this can eventually lead to separate lifestyles or living arrangements - or separation 

itself. Sometimes, often for security reasons, people with this aspect stick together but it can be a bit 

hard-going for both individuals. 

 

 

Eva's Sun is Square Adolf's Mars 0z20' A 

This is a potent planetary combination in any relationship, be it a personal or professional one. Together, 

you come across as two people who are constantly competing with each other or jointly against others in 

the environment. Your personal dynamic with each other is often stressed and tense, with frequent 

arguments and ego clashes. Individually, you tend to challenge everything the other one wants to do. 

There is the need to curb your tempers and aggressive attitudes. There may also be issues of control and 

dominance. 

 

 

Adolf's Mars is Conjunct Eva's Saturn 2z39' S 

This can be a difficult planetary combination for a relationship to deal with. One of you tends to repress 

or control the movements of the other, which results in tensions or clashes of will. Over time, this may 

lead to a hardening of attitudes or bitterness and resentment towards one another. 

 

 

Eva's Venus is Conjunct Adolf's Jupiter 0z31' S 

Let the good times roll! You both know how to enjoy yourselves and each other. You are kind and 

protective towards one another and take great delight in being generous in your affections. It is likely that 

you both enjoy socializing and entertaining. 



 

 

Adolf's Jupiter is Conjunct Eva's Ascendant 3z28' A 

You bring one another good luck and good fortune. There is harmony between you and the realization 

that you are exceedingly fortunate to have each other. You share similar philosophical outlooks and know 

how to enjoy yourselves. You both desire to advance in life and consequently create the means between 

you to elevate your social and material position in the world. 

 

 

Adolf's Jupiter is Sextile Eva's Midheaven 1z54' A 

You have the power between you to help each other attain your individual goals and aspirations. You are 

supportive of one another's desires and ambitions. Your relationship with one another's respective 

families is generally harmonious. 

 

 

Eva's Sun is Opposition Adolf's Saturn 2z35' S 

This can be a testing combination for any relationship to endure. There may be the tendency for one of 

you to dominate or try to suppress the will of the other. For this union to work it may be necessary to 

address issues of control and domination. It is important to consider each other's needs and to avoid 

criticizing or putting one another down. There can be benefits from having occasional breaks from one 

another. 

 

 

Eva's Jupiter is Trine Adolf's Saturn 2z29' A 

This is a desirable aspect to have in a relationship because it enables you to grow and prosper in a prudent 

and measured way. Both of you are sensible with money and realistic about what you can and cannot 

afford. 

 

 

Adolf's Saturn is Square Eva's Saturn 0z16' S 

You feel a sense of responsibility for each other and you know one another's needs and boundaries. You 

both understand your individual responsibilities and tend to live up to them. This aspect can have a 

stabilizing influence on a relationship, however, if either of you feels unhappy or restricted it can cause 

estrangements or separations. 

 

 

Eva's Sun is Trine Adolf's Uranus 3z27' A 

One of the things that attracted you to each other is your mutual sense of fun and impulsiveness. You love 

spontaneity and keeping each other on their toes. You are both up for new experiences and get a kick out 

of trying different things together. Other people like being around you because of the positive way you 

'spark off' of one another. 

 

 

Adolf's Uranus is Square Eva's Neptune 2z17' S 

You are spiritually and psychically attuned to each other and understand one another in a unique and 

special way. 

 

 

Eva's Moon is Trine Adolf's Neptune 1z15' A 



Your relationship is based on a deep feeling of trust and compassion for one another and towards others in 

general. You are receptive to each other's needs and devoted to one another. Spiritual matters interest you 

both a great deal. Intuition plays a large part in your personal dynamic and psychic occurrences are 

common between you. 

 

 

Eva's Mercury is Trine Adolf's Neptune 2z14' A 

You are receptive to each other's ideas and outlooks on life. Spiritual matters interest you both and you 

may study metaphysical subjects together. You are able to tune into each other's thought patterns. An 

undeniable intuitive and telepathic understanding exists between you. 

 

 

Eva's Mars is Conjunct Adolf's Neptune 1z18' S 

At its best, this planetary linking can enable you to do spiritual work or practices together. Or, if you are 

artistically inclined, you can direct your energies into artistic and creative activities. Equally, however, 

there may be the tendency for one of you to undermine the drive and confidence of the other. One partner 

is at risk of being swayed off course or led astray by the other. There may be issues between you 

involving intoxicants. 

 

 

Eva's Uranus is Trine Adolf's Neptune 0z29' A 

You are spiritually and psychically attuned to each other and understand one another in a unique and 

special way. 

 

 

Eva's Moon is Trine Adolf's Pluto 5z05' A 

Your feelings for each other are deep and intense; and emotional commitment to one another is of 

paramount importance to you both. By being together you experience transformation at an inner and 

emotional level. There may some control and manipulation issues to contend with. 

 

 

Eva's Mars is Conjunct Adolf's Pluto 2z31' A 

When you are on each other's side, you are a potent and dynamic force to contend with. You can achieve 

a great deal together and demonstrate the capacity to drive each other on to extraordinary results. 

However, when you are out of sorts with one another, there can be intense power struggles and fierce 

clashes of will. Furthermore, you can become emotionally reactive and vengeful towards each other if 

you don't get things your own way. 

 

 

Eva's Uranus is Trine Adolf's Pluto 4z18' A 

You are both aware of social issues and may feel compelled to do something about those that concern you 

the most. If you combine your energies and resources, you can make a difference. You view change as a 

force for good even if it is accompanied by crisis. 

 

 

Eva's Mercury is Square Adolf's Ascendant 1z56' A 

Mental stimulation and the ability to talk about anything and everything are what you two are about. You 

are both interested in what's happening in your lives and the lives of others. You can be inclined to gossip 

about others and even spread rumors. 



 

 

Eva's Uranus is Square Adolf's Ascendant 3z41' A 

You have a lively and unpredictable dynamic between you. You thrive on change and get a lot of 

stimulation from each other. Other people find you an exciting pair to be around because they never know 

what to expect next. Irritability and reactive behavior can create build-ups of stress in the relationship. 

 

 

Eva's Neptune is Square Adolf's Ascendant 4z55' S 

There is a great deal of feeling between you - which can sometimes be overwhelming. You need to be 

aware of each other's moods so that you don't accidentally hurt one another's feelings. You instinctively 

know when something isn't right between you. Problems can arise when you are not completely honest 

with each other. Furthermore, there can be issues associated with intoxicants. 

 

 

Eva's Pluto is Trine Adolf's Ascendant 0z29' A 

You can channel tremendous amounts of energy into whatever you do together and have the ability to 

empower and transform one another. Other people are attracted to your charisma. You have the ability to 

influence others with gentle but firm persuasion. 

 

 

Eva's Moon is Sextile Adolf's Midheaven 4z35' S 

A harmonious aspect between the Midheaven and the Moon promotes feelings of happiness in the home 

and growth in the outer world. A close personal connection exists between you. 

 

 

Eva's Mercury is Opposition Adolf's Midheaven 5z33' S 

Family and domestic matters are often the topic of conversation between you and you like spending time 

together at home. Your home life is always busy and there's usually something interesting going on in the 

house. One of the best things about your relationship is that you understand each other well and know that 

you can tell each other what's on your minds. 

 

 

Eva's Mars is Sextile Adolf's Midheaven 2z01' S 

You take an active interest in each other's ambitions and readily lend your support to helping one another 

realize them. Your work and domestic environments are energetic and lively. 

 

 

Eva's Uranus is Opposition Adolf's Midheaven 3z48' S 

Your domestic life together is far from dull; there's always something going on in the home or within the 

family. There may be something unusual about your domestic arrangements. You may change residence 

frequently. 

 

 

Adolf's Midheaven is Square Eva's Midheaven 2z11' S 

The connection between you is very significant and personal, however, your aims and aspirations are 

quite different and at times at cross-purposes with one another. You sometimes clash over family matters. 

 

 



 

Midpoints 

 

 

Adolf's Sun = Eva's Neptune/Midheaven - 1z45' A  Sesquiquadrate 

Spiritual and metaphysical interests. Psychic awareness. States of confusion and uncertainty. Weakened 

vitality and willpower. Professional dissatisfaction or despondency. 

 

 

Adolf's Sun = Eva's Mercury/Uranus - 1z19' S  Square 

Original and intuitive thinking. The ability to sum up situations quickly. Intellectual flexibility and verbal 

dexterity. Impulsive and contradictory. 

 

 

Adolf's Sun = Eva's Mars/Pluto - 1z09' S  SemiSquare 

Tendency to proceed in a forceful or pushy manner. Ruthlessness. Strong survival instincts. 

 

 

Adolf's Sun = Eva's Moon/Mars + 0z04' S  Square 

Emotionally direct and honest. 

 

 

Adolf's Sun = Eva's Mercury/Midheaven + 1z41' S  Sesquiquadrate 

An interest in philosophical matters. Business activity. 

 

 

Adolf's Sun = Eva's Saturn/Neptune + 1z57' A  SemiSquare 

Fluctuating levels of vitality, motivation and initiative. Recycling periods of decreased physical strength 

and stamina. Acknowledging the value of maintaining a healthy diet and lifestyle. Sacrifices. 

 

 

Adolf's Moon = Eva's Mercury/Jupiter - 1z50' S  Conjunct 
A willingness to discuss emotional issues. Receptive to one another's thoughts and ideas. Open 

communication. Travel. Successful business activity. 

 

 

Adolf's Moon = Eva's Jupiter/Uranus - 0z58' S  Conjunct 
Emotional enthusiasm and excitability. Bilaterally knowing when things will turn out well - and as 

expected. Mutual growth as a result of trying new experiences. Adapting quickly and easily to change. 

Sudden benefits through the family. 

 

 

Adolf's Moon = Eva's Venus/Ascendant + 0z08' S  Conjunct 
A loving atmosphere. Happily supporting each other. Intimacy and closeness between partners. 

Appreciating one another. 

 

 

Adolf's Moon = Eva's Mars/Saturn + 1z18' A  Sesquiquadrate 



Contending with repressive and depressive elements. Feelings of intense frustration and inertia. Negative 

mood swings. Difficult and challenging family dynamics. Emotional defensiveness and distrust. 

Estrangements and separations. 

 

 

Adolf's Mercury = Eva's Saturn/Ascendant - 1z25' A  SemiSquare 

Knowing what to say and what not to say. Finding it hard to establish and maintain common ground. 

Difficulty being heard and understood. A tendency to withdraw or retreat. Separations and departures. 

Testing environmental conditions. 

 

 

Adolf's Mercury = Eva's Sun/Ascendant - 0z16' A  Square 

Being at the center of busy and stimulating environments. Active business and social contacts. Open 

communication between partners. 

 

 

Adolf's Mercury = Eva's Uranus/Neptune + 0z24' A  Conjunct 
Original and idealistic thinking. Receptive to alternative ideas and philosophies. The study of 

metaphysical and spiritual subjects. Sudden psychic cognitions. Unrealistic and bizarre ideas. Mental 

confusion. 

 

 

Adolf's Mercury = Eva's Venus/Saturn + 0z35' A  SemiSquare 

Recognizing challenges in love and sex-life; contending with inhibitive and restrictive influences. 

Difficulty opening-up or discussing intimate feelings. Reticence and reluctance. Emotional and sexual 

dissatisfaction. Thoughts of separation. 

 

 

Adolf's Mercury = Eva's Sun/Venus + 1z44' A  Square 

Declaring love and what is felt. Discussing the nature of love and also heartfelt issues. Social interaction. 

An appreciation of the arts and beauty. 

 

 

Adolf's Venus = Eva's Sun/Saturn - 1z49' S  SemiSquare 

Enduring affections. The desire for stability and continuity in love and affection. A sense of loyalty and 

responsibility. Appreciating the simple things in life. Emotional and sexual restraint and control. 

Difficulties in love-expression. Estrangements and separations in love. 

 

 

Adolf's Venus = Eva's Mercury/Mars - 1z19' A  SemiSquare 

A quick arousal of passion and desire. Knowing what to say and do in order to get what is wanted. A 

demonstrative, vocal and demanding nature in love. Passionately discussing intimate and personal 

feelings. Sexual attraction between partners. Potential arguments and emotional conflicts. 

 

 

Adolf's Venus = Eva's Pluto/Ascendant - 0z44' A  SemiSquare 

A charismatic and magnetic union. A dynamic and intense partnership. Commitment. Fixating upon the 

heart's desire. Obsessions and compulsions. Demanding and uncompromising in love and sexual affairs. 

 



 

Adolf's Venus = Eva's Mars/Uranus - 0z27' A  SemiSquare 

Demonstrative and spontaneous in affections. Stimulation of the senses and desires. Emotional 

excitability and impulsiveness. Demanding and independent in love. Sudden lust. Sexually active and 

experimental. Erotic and kinky sex. 

 

 

Adolf's Venus = Eva's Jupiter/Neptune - 0z19' A  Sesquiquadrate 

A feeling of bliss; ecstasy between partners. Spiritual connection. The desire to indulge the senses. 

Naivety and gullibility in love and sex; unrealistic expectations. Susceptible to seduction and 

disappointment. Addictive tendencies. 

 

 

Adolf's Venus = Eva's Moon/Ascendant + 0z29' S  Opposition 

Displaying consideration and cooperation. Doing things with pleasure and from the heart. Valuing inner 

ties and connections with family and females. Protective and parental instincts. Creating a welcoming 

home environment. 

 

 

Adolf's Mars = Eva's Sun/Saturn - 1z30' A  SemiSquare 

Necessary and reluctant compromises. Defeatist attitudes. Suppressed anger and aggression. Difficulty 

exercising restraint. Separation and grief. 

 

 

Adolf's Mars = Eva's Pluto/Ascendant - 0z25' A  SemiSquare 

Taking risks regardless of the consequences. Manipulating one another and situations. Power struggles. 

Acts of aggression and violence. Forcefulness. Injury and accident proneness. 

 

 

Adolf's Mars = Eva's Jupiter/Neptune - 0z00' S  Sesquiquadrate 

A risk of unwise speculations; impractical and unrealistic ventures. Blind faith and zeal. An active 

religious and spiritual life. Metaphysical pursuits. 

 

 

Adolf's Mars = Eva's Moon/Ascendant + 0z48' S  Opposition 

An active family and home life. Quick to retaliate or respond to situations. Irritability. Domestic 

disharmony and conflict. 

 

 

Adolf's Mars = Eva's Venus/Pluto + 1z35' A  SemiSquare 

A passionate and demonstrative union. Strong powers of desire. Confronting partnership issues as they 

surface - emotional conflicts and dramas. Extreme possessiveness. Jealousy and manipulation in 

relationships. Unrestrained lust. Emotionally aggressive and reactive. 

 

 

Adolf's Jupiter = Eva's Venus/Ascendant - 1z29' A  Conjunct 
Enjoying an active social life. Affluent ties and connections. Aesthetic and tasteful environments. Moving 

within artistic and creative circles. Extravagance and indulgence. Material acquisitions. 



 

 

Adolf's Jupiter = Eva's Mars/Saturn - 0z18' A  Sesquiquadrate 

Tackling challenges constructively. Demonstrating the intention to overcome difficulties. Firm resolve 

and determination. Dealing with serious issues efficiently. 

 

 

Adolf's Jupiter = Eva's Sun/Mars + 0z51' S  Square 

Confidently taking the initiative and seizing opportunities. Successful and profitable ventures. 

Advancement and prosperity. Achieving desired ambitions and targets. Material gains. 

 

 

Adolf's Jupiter = Eva's Neptune/Pluto + 1z13' A  Opposition 

Psychic perception and sensitivity. An interest in - and preoccupation with - spiritual and metaphysical 

subjects. Altruistic and humanitarian inclinations. Idealism, faith and trust. Devotion. Addictive 

tendencies. 

 

 

Adolf's Saturn = Eva's Mars/Neptune - 1z30' A  SemiSquare 

Dampened enthusiasm and inspiration. Contending with debilitating and enervating conditions. Enforced 

temperance and abstinence. The undermining of physical energy; depletion. 

 

 

Adolf's Saturn = Eva's Moon/Pluto - 0z05' A  Conjunct 
Intense feelings of restraint; the tendency to bottle-up fears and emotions. Harboring deep sensitivities 

and doubts. A complex and tense emotional or family life. Emotional manipulation. Separative 

influences. 

 

 

Adolf's Saturn = Eva's Mercury/Mars + 1z55' A  Sesquiquadrate 

Inviting negative responses by reactive and aggressive behavior. Contentious issues. Destructive 

arguments. Thinking and saying mean or spiteful things. 

 

 

Adolf's Uranus = Eva's Moon/Midheaven - 1z31' A  Conjunct 
The tendency to be easily shaken by unexpected events in domestic and professional life. Highly strung. 

Being prone to anxiety attacks. 

 

 

Adolf's Uranus = Eva's Mercury/Venus - 0z48' A  Square 

Vivacious and flirtatious. Sudden displays of affection. An impulsive attraction. Changeable romantic 

interests and love inclinations. 

 

 

Adolf's Uranus = Eva's Saturn/Pluto + 0z57' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Alert to impending risk or danger. Volatile and erratic behavior. Defiance. Extreme intolerance. 

Destructive influences. Breakthroughs as a result of intense struggle. 

 



 

Adolf's Uranus = Eva's Ascendant/Midheaven + 1z04' S  SemiSquare 

Living in a constant state of excitability - or agitation. Individualistic tendencies. Understanding and 

relying upon - the intuitive process. A constant need for freedom of movement and expression. Sudden 

adjustments and interventions. Interruptions and disruptions. Upsetting experiences. 

 

 

Adolf's Neptune = Eva's Moon/Mercury - 1z44' A  Opposition 

Instinctively picking up on each other's thoughts and feelings. Psychic perception. Naivety and gullibility. 

Misunderstandings and misapprehensions within emotional or family relationships. Distrust and 

dishonesty. 

 

 

Adolf's Neptune = Eva's Moon/Uranus - 0z52' A  Opposition 

Psychic perception and cognition. States of confusion and erratic behavior. Instability in relationship. 

Cravings and addictions. 

 

 

Adolf's Neptune = Eva's Mercury/Ascendant + 0z51' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Difficulty keeping on top of things through disorganization or mismanagement. Unreliability and distrust 

in relationship. 

 

 

Adolf's Neptune = Eva's Pluto/Midheaven + 0z55' S  Square 

Profound spiritual aspirations. Passionately delving into metaphysical realms. Psychic activity. Deeply 

inspired or 'moved'. The potential for 'falling prey' to illusion and deception. Addiction and compulsion. 

 

 

Adolf's Neptune = Eva's Uranus/Ascendant + 1z43' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Easily overwhelmed and upset. Unwelcome intrusions and interference from others - or the environment. 

Difficulty warding off negative influences. 

 

 

Adolf's Pluto = Eva's Moon/Midheaven - 1z42' A  Sesquiquadrate 

Drama in domestic and family life. Suppressive tendencies. Traumatic emotional experiences; contending 

with manipulative energies. Enforced and necessary separations. 

 

 

Adolf's Pluto = Eva's Mercury/Venus - 0z59' A  Sesquiquadrate 

Obsessive and possessive in love and sex. Talking about love matters incessantly. 

 

 

Adolf's Pluto = Eva's Venus/Uranus - 0z07' A  Sesquiquadrate 

A sudden and compulsive attraction. Love or lust at first sight. Flirtation. Sexual magnetism - and 

experimentation. Volatility and unpredictability in partnership. 

 

 

Adolf's Pluto = Eva's Ascendant/Midheaven + 0z54' S  Opposition 



A powerful and dynamic relationship. Dramatic or fated partnership. Power struggles. The tendency to 

become obsessed or consumed with each other. Periods of mutual transformation. 

 

 

Adolf's Pluto = Eva's Mars/Jupiter + 1z54' S  Square 

Dynamic and high-powered activity. Playing for big stakes; lucrative, long-term investments. Excelling 

and performing well under pressure. 

 

 

Adolf's Pluto = Eva's Moon/Saturn + 2z00' S  SemiSquare 

Deep-rooted insecurities and anxieties. Suppressed emotions and passions. Enforced restrictions and 

separations (eviction). 

 

 

Adolf's Ascendant = Eva's Mercury/Neptune - 1z29' S  Opposition 

Psychic communication. Sensing the mood of the environment. Secretiveness - concealing the facts. 

 

 

Adolf's Ascendant = Eva's Uranus/Neptune - 0z37' S  Opposition 

Metaphysical interests. An intuitive and psychic understanding between partners. Experimental 

tendencies - taking uncalculated and uncertain risks. 

 

 

Adolf's Ascendant = Eva's Venus/Saturn - 0z26' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Gradually and patiently establishing an intimate connection. The desire for trust and respect within 

partnership. Making sacrifices for love. Sexual restraint; problems within love and sex life. Separative 

influences. 

 

 

Adolf's Ascendant = Eva's Sun/Venus + 0z43' A  Square 

Affectionate behavoir; 'getting what you want in life' by turning on the charm. Sweetness and light. 

Sensuality. Loving partnership; sexual attraction and compatibility. An active social life. 

 

 

Adolf's Midheaven = Eva's Saturn/Neptune - 1z25' S  SemiSquare 

Recycling bouts of anxiety and distrust; doubt. Contending with undermining and destabilizing 

conditions. 

 

 

Adolf's Midheaven = Eva's Mars/Ascendant - 0z42' S  Sesquiquadrate 

A strong personality within the union. An assertive, bossy and pushy nature. Being accustomed to 

delegating or giving orders - to getting one's own way. Selfish intentions. Combative and aggressive 

tendencies. Defiance. 

 

 

Adolf's Midheaven = Eva's Sun/Neptune - 0z16' S  Square 

Idealistic aspirations. An interest in spiritual matters. Psychic sensitivity. Bouts of exhaustion and 

depleted energy. Elusive or escapist tendencies. 



 

 

Adolf's Midheaven = Eva's Jupiter/Pluto - 0z06' S  SemiSquare 

An ambitious and influential duo. Achieving prominent positions in life. Successful and strategic career 

moves. Lucrative deals and investments. Materialistic acquisitions and tendencies. Cultivating powerful 

connections. 

 

 

Adolf's Midheaven = Eva's Moon/Jupiter + 1z07' A  Square 

Enthusiastically pursuing mutual aspirations. Prosperous partnership. Natural parenting and nurturing 

ability. Travel. Materialistic tendencies. 

 

 

Adolf's Midheaven = Eva's Venus/Mars + 1z17' A  Sesquiquadrate 

A passionate and demonstrative nature. The desire for adventures of the heart. Inner attachment and 

attraction. Sexual chemistry and compatibility between partners. 

 

 

Eva's Sun = Adolf's Mars/Saturn - 1z07' A  Sesquiquadrate 

Struggling against the odds. Subjection to tests of strength and endurance. Challenging life experiences. 

Separations or losses. Heavy responsibilities. 

 

 

Eva's Sun = Adolf's Venus/Saturn - 0z58' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Difficulties in love. The inability to feel completely satisfied. Sexual inhibitions. Feelings of emotional 

loneliness and restraint. Separations and loss in love and partnership. 

 

 

Eva's Sun = Adolf's Mercury/Pluto - 0z52' A  Square 

Intense discussions or arguments. Expressing strong convictions and intentions. Impatience. 

 

 

Eva's Sun = Adolf's Pluto/Ascendant - 0z22' A  Opposition 

Power struggles, confrontations and clashes of will. Arrogance. An over-bearing manner. 

 

 

Eva's Sun = Adolf's Venus/Mars + 0z30' A  Square 

Power of attraction. Sexual magnetism. Sensuality. Passion. Ardent love. Strong desire for sexual 

experiences. Lust. Adventures in love. 

 

 

Eva's Sun = Adolf's Neptune/Midheaven + 1z28' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Spiritual and metaphysical interests. Psychic awareness. States of confusion and uncertainty. Weakened 

vitality and willpower. Professional dissatisfaction or despondency. 

 

 

Eva's Moon = Adolf's Mercury/Neptune - 1z20' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Sensitive to each other's opinions and moods. Emotional and mental confusion - a tendency to lose focus 



or stray off the point. Dependencies; addictive tendencies. Misunderstandings or dishonesty. 

 

 

Eva's Moon = Adolf's Neptune/Ascendant - 0z50' A  SemiSquare 

Spiritual interests - healing abilities. Vulnerability and susceptibility. States of feeling emotionally and 

physically drained. Contending with undermining or deceptive currents within the partnership or the 

family. 

 

 

Eva's Moon = Adolf's Mars/Saturn + 0z20' A  Square 

Contending with repressive and depressive elements. Feelings of intense frustration and inertia. Negative 

mood swings. Difficult and challenging family dynamics. Emotional defensiveness and distrust. 

Estrangements and separations. 

 

 

Eva's Moon = Adolf's Venus/Saturn + 0z29' S  Square 

Difficulty achieving and sustaining emotional satisfaction. Unfulfilled physical and sexual desires. The 

inability to express intimate feelings and affections easily. Testing experiences in love and sex. Separating 

tendencies. 

 

 

Eva's Moon = Adolf's Mercury/Pluto + 0z35' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Passionate and emotionally intense discussions. Emotionally charged power struggles. Family and 

domestic dramas. 

 

 

Eva's Moon = Adolf's Pluto/Ascendant + 1z05' A  SemiSquare 

Obsessive about family and domestic concerns. Fixations and dependencies. Sensing potential threats or 

negative energies in the environment. Emotional manipulation within the union. Power struggles. 

 

 

Eva's Moon = Adolf's Sun/Neptune + 1z14' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Emotional idealism - imaginative perception. Spiritual leanings. Sensitivity between partners. Emotional 

and physical dependency. Impressionability. Insecurity and uncertainty. Susceptible to intoxicants. 

 

 

Eva's Moon = Adolf's Venus/Mars + 1z57' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Sexual magnetism. Emotional and physical arousal. The desire for sexual experiences. Intimacy. 

Procreative power. Temperamental; fluctuating moods and desires. Promiscuity. 

 

 

Eva's Mercury = Adolf's Moon/Venus - 1z57' A  SemiSquare 

Feeling blessed and acknowledging it. Affectionate responses. Pondering the nature of love. Discussing 

intimate feelings. Talking about relationship and sexual needs and desires; speaking with heart and soul. 

Thinking about parenthood. 

 

 

Eva's Mercury = Adolf's Uranus/Midheaven - 1z47' A  Sesquiquadrate 



A progressive outlook on life. Seeing things from a different angle or perspective. Thriving on intellectual 

stimulation. Lively discussions and communication. A stimulating home life. Inflexible attitudes. Stress. 

 

 

Eva's Mercury = Adolf's Mars/Jupiter - 1z18' S  SemiSquare 

Successful mutual decisions and initiatives. Direct and honest communications. Negotiating skill. 

Strategic planning. A fruitful and profitable partnership. 

 

 

Eva's Mercury = Adolf's Venus/Jupiter - 1z09' S  SemiSquare 

An ease of communication between partners. A cheerful outlook. Making decisions together in a positive 

state of mind. Knowing how to enjoy life. Indulgent tendencies. Delighting in mental stimulation. An 

active social life. 

 

 

Eva's Mercury = Adolf's Sun/Ascendant + 0z07' S  Opposition 

Being at the center of busy and stimulating environments. Active business and social contacts. Open 

communication between partners. 

 

 

Eva's Mercury = Adolf's Ascendant/Midheaven + 1z48' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Emphasizing the importance of communication. Business, commercial and educational interests. 

 

 

Eva's Venus = Adolf's Saturn/Neptune - 1z36' S  Opposition 

Taking pleasure in the simple things in life. Devotional tendencies. Seeking tranquility through shared 

spiritual pursuits. Making sacrifices for love. Fluctuating levels of emotional and sexual responsiveness. 

A fear of loss and rejection. Deceiving or being deceived. 

 

 

Eva's Venus = Adolf's Moon/Jupiter - 1z19' A  Conjunct 
Finding emotional happiness with each other. A harmonious and successful relationship. The desire for 

emotional and financial security. Productive and fertile activity. Extravagance and indulgence. 

 

 

Eva's Venus = Adolf's Mars/Neptune - 0z09' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Infatuations; secretive behavior. A risk of losing control - and giving way to temptation. Difficulty 

maintaining intimate and sexual relationships. Disappointment in love and partnerships. Addictive 

tendencies; vices and dependencies. 

 

 

Eva's Venus = Adolf's Saturn/Pluto + 0z19' A  Opposition 

Appreciating simplicity; leading a spartan existence. Understated displays of affection. Difficulties 

through a lack of tolerance and compromise. Repressed emotional and sexual desires. Controlling or 

being controlled. Decisive separations. 

 

 

Eva's Venus = Adolf's Mars/Pluto + 1z46' A  Sesquiquadrate 



Sexual magnetism. An intense emotional life. Heightened sensuality; an all or nothing approach to love. 

Obsessions and fixations in love and sex. Compulsive and destructive vibes. Aggressive, manipulative 

and potentially harmful energies. Extreme jealousy and possessiveness. Forcefulness. Misdirected lust. 

 

 

Eva's Mars = Adolf's Moon/Mercury - 1z00' A  Square 

Rapidly assessing and responding to the needs of a situation. Instinctively knowing the right course of 

action to take. The desire to realize ambitions. Lively discussions within the family. Irritability and 

argumentativeness. 

 

 

Eva's Mars = Adolf's Moon/Ascendant - 0z29' A  Opposition 

An active family and home life. Quick to retaliate or respond to situations. Irritability. Domestic 

disharmony and conflict. 

 

 

Eva's Mars = Adolf's Mercury/Jupiter - 0z11' A  Square 

Clear and direct communication. Making intentions clear. Acting on good ideas. Achieving desired 

results. Constructive plans and initiatives. Productive and fruitful activity. Resourcefulness. Successful 

business ventures. 

 

 

Eva's Mars = Adolf's Jupiter/Ascendant + 0z19' S  Opposition 

The desire to be respected and recognized for achievements. Good natured and good humored. 

Enthusiasm between partners. Establishing successful business and social relationships. Profitable 

connections. 

 

 

Eva's Mars = Adolf's Neptune/Pluto + 0z37' A  Conjunct 
Idealistic motivations. Pursuing spiritual or metaphysical interests. Intense psychic activity. Spiritual 

perception and vision. Cravings and addictions. A risk of secret and covert actions. 

 

 

Eva's Mars = Adolf's Sun/Moon + 1z35' S  Square 

Directness in relationships. Strong sex drive. Passion and sexual intensity. The desire for parenthood and 

children. Irritability and impatience. Aggressive traits. 

 

 

Eva's Jupiter = Adolf's Moon/Saturn - 0z56' A  SemiSquare 

High standards and principles. A gradual improvement of circumstances. Accepting responsible positions. 

Enduring hardship in life. Periodically letting go without regret and moving on. Occasional need for time 

apart. 

 

 

Eva's Jupiter = Adolf's Sun/Uranus - 0z50' A  Sesquiquadrate 

Free spirits. Forward-thinking and confident attitudes. Intuition. Embracing new and alternative ideas. 

Fortunate changes. Opportunities for travel. 

 

 



Eva's Jupiter = Adolf's Mercury/Ascendant + 0z11' S  SemiSquare 

Successfully getting ideas and opinions across. Broadminded outlooks. Stimulating social, intellectual 

and business contacts. Profitable unions. 

 

 

Eva's Jupiter = Adolf's Moon/Mars + 0z31' S  Square 

Positive and pro-active attitudes. High motivation and enthusiasm. Doing what feels right. Initiating 

enterprises. Satisfying desires and ambitions. A successful and productive partnership. 

 

 

Eva's Jupiter = Adolf's Moon/Venus + 0z41' S  Square 

Emotional and physical well-being. Giving and receiving. Enjoying life and all its pleasures - material 

comforts. Happiness and prosperity in love and partnership. Fulfilled expectations in emotional and 

family life. Fertility. 

 

Eva's Jupiter = Adolf's Uranus/Midheaven + 0z51' S  Square 

Fortunate turning points in life. Confidently pursuing aims and objectives. Rapid vocational advancement. 

Resourcefulness. Ingenuity and foresight. Staying true to a course of action without losing impetus. 

 

 

Eva's Saturn = Adolf's Uranus/Pluto - 1z39' S  Square 

Coming to breaking points - or breakthroughs. Expressed defiance. A 'ticking-time-bomb'- accumulated 

stress; volatility. Separations. 

 

 

Eva's Saturn = Adolf's Mercury/Neptune - 0z29' A  Conjunct 
A suspicious mind. Fearing or dreading the worst - and the unknown. Distrust and cynicism. Difficulty 

differentiating between illusion and reality. 

 

 

Eva's Saturn = Adolf's Neptune/Ascendant + 0z02' S  Square 

Guarded behavior. Escapist tendencies. Deception. Separation. 

 

 

Eva's Saturn = Adolf's Mercury/Pluto + 1z26' A  Conjunct 
The ability to probe, investigate or uncover. Incessant and exacting criticism. Strong fixations and 

convictions. Manipulative and controlling influences. 

 

 

Eva's Saturn = Adolf's Pluto/Ascendant + 1z56' A  Square 

Keeping a lid on things. Control and manipulation issues. Recycling power struggles. Expressions of 

fanaticism and compulsion. Separations. 

 

 

Eva's Uranus = Adolf's Sun/Ascendant - 1z37' A  Opposition 

Responding quickly to environmental influences. Rebelling against restrictive influences. Provoking. 

Stimulating partnership. 

 



 

Eva's Uranus = Adolf's Mercury/Midheaven - 0z27' A  Sesquiquadrate 

Developing a unique 'take' on life; an individual perspective. Original thoughts and ideas. Anticipating 

future trends. Sudden shifts in direction. Tension and stress within work and domestic life. 

 

 

Eva's Uranus = Adolf's Ascendant/Midheaven + 0z04' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Living in a constant state of excitability - or agitation. Individualistic tendencies. Understanding and 

relying upon - the intuitive process. A constant need for freedom of movement and expression. Sudden 

adjustments and interventions. Interruptions and disruptions. Upsetting experiences. 

 

 

Eva's Neptune = Adolf's Moon/Midheaven - 1z22' A  Square 

Sensitivity and empathy. Psychic receptivity. Spiritual aspirations. At times being prone to unfounded 

distrust. Mistaken beliefs. Undermining currents within professional and family life. Vocational 

uncertainty and instability. 

 

 

Eva's Neptune = Adolf's Jupiter/Midheaven - 0z34' A  Square 

Naivety and gullibility. An impractical outlook with an 'easy come - easy go' attitude. The potential for 

stretching resources - financial instability. Indulgence and extravagance. 

 

 

Eva's Neptune = Adolf's Mercury/Uranus + 0z49' S  Conjunct 
Enhanced intuitive and psychic perception. Spiritual and metaphysical interests and studies. Healing 

powers. The ability to see things differently from others. 

 

 

Eva's Neptune = Adolf's Uranus/Ascendant + 1z19' S  Square 

Easily overwhelmed and upset. Unwelcome intrusions and interference from others - or the environment. 

Difficulty warding off negative influences. 

 

 

Eva's Pluto = Adolf's Uranus/Neptune - 2z00' A  SemiSquare 

Intense idealism and inspiration. The state of being defenseless and powerless in the face of adversity. 

Extremes of emotion - confusion and chaos. Collective anguish and despair. 

 

 

Eva's Pluto = Adolf's Mars/Midheaven - 1z53' A  Conjunct 
Extremely competitive and dynamic -'go getters' and achievers. High-powered activity. Carrying out 

mammoth tasks and enterprises. Commitment to vocational objectives. Fanaticism. 

 

 

Eva's Pluto = Adolf's Venus/Midheaven - 1z44' A  Conjunct 
Emotional and sexual chemistry between partners. All-consuming and intense experiences in love. 

Obsessive tendencies. 

 

 



Eva's Pluto = Adolf's Mercury/Neptune + 1z06' S  SemiSquare 

Profound insights and realizations. Spiritual and metaphysical interests. Intense psychic experiences. 

Intensely secretive; the tendency to conceal things from each other. Contending with manipulative or 

deceptive influences. Chaos and confusion. 

 

 

Eva's Pluto = Adolf's Neptune/Ascendant + 1z36' S  SemiSquare 

The tendency to yield or surrender; a sense of helplessness, defenselessness and futility. Instability. A 

betrayal of trust which impacts profoundly. Manipulative and deceptive elements in partnership. 

 

 

Eva's Ascendant = Adolf's Pluto/Midheaven - 0z22' S  Opposition 

An all-consuming personal or professional relationship. 

 

 

Eva's Midheaven = Adolf's Jupiter/Neptune - 1z48' S  Sesquiquadrate 

A trusting, idealistic soul given to unrealistic expectations and gullibility. A risk of one partner taking 

advantage of the other. Disappointments. 

 

 

Eva's Midheaven = Adolf's Mercury/Saturn - 1z47' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Viewing relationship realistically and philosophically. Difficulties through defeatist attitudes. Separative 

influences. 

 

 

Eva's Midheaven = Adolf's Saturn/Ascendant - 1z17' S  SemiSquare 

Recycling fears and anxieties. Contending with harsh realities and testing experiences in life. Difficulties 

within the family. Losses and separations. 

 

 

Eva's Midheaven = Adolf's Moon/Pluto - 0z42' S  Sesquiquadrate 

Dramas and power struggles in domestic and family life. Emotional manipulation within partnership. 

 

 

Eva's Midheaven = Adolf's Mercury/Mars - 0z20' S  Opposition 

Clear and succinct communications. Debating skills. Moments of impatience and intolerance. 

 

 

Eva's Midheaven = Adolf's Mercury/Venus - 0z10' S  Opposition 

Analyzing and discussing relationship dynamics. Knowing how to enjoy life. Socially active. 

 

 

Eva's Midheaven = Adolf's Jupiter/Pluto + 0z06' A  Sesquiquadrate 

An ambitious and influential duo. Achieving prominent positions in life. Successful and strategic career 

moves. Lucrative deals and investments. Materialistic acquisitions and tendencies. Cultivating powerful 

connections. 

 

 



Eva's Midheaven = Adolf's Mars/Ascendant + 0z11' A  Square 

A strong personality within the union. An assertive, bossy and pushy nature. Being accustomed to 

delegating or giving orders - to getting one's own way. Selfish intentions. Combative and aggressive 

tendencies. Defiance. 

 

 

Eva's Midheaven = Adolf's Venus/Ascendant + 0z20' A  Square 

Loving and appreciating one another. Emotional and sexual compatibility between partners. A significant 

love union. 

 

 

Eva's Midheaven = Adolf's Sun/Saturn + 0z47' A  Sesquiquadrate 

Leading a simple lifestyle. Modesty and unpretentiousness. Persistent and conscientious. Difficulties 

through a lack of incentive and motivation - or defeatist attitudes. 

 

 

 

Astrological Terms & their Meanings 

 
The Zodiacal Signs Principle Keywords  Ruler 
i ARIES........... I Am.............. Motivated to act.............. Mars 
j TAURUS....... I Have........... Practical & persevering.. Venus 
k GEMINI......... I Think.......... Duality. Communicative. Mercury 
l CANCER....... I Feel............ Emotional & nurturing..... Moon 
m LEO............... I Will............. Desires recognition........ Sun 
o VIRGO.......... I Analyse...... Attention to detail........... Mercury 
p LIBRA............ I Balance...... Relates to others............ Venus 
q SCORPIO..... I Desire......... Intense & forceful........... Mars/Pluto 
r SAGITTARIUS. I Aspire......... Broad outlook, idealistic. Jupiter 
u CAPRICORN. I Use............. Realistic & responsible... Saturn 
v AQUARIUS... I Know.......... Human understanding.... Saturn/Uranus 
w PISCES......... I Believe....... Spiritual & sensitive........ Jupiter/Neptune 
 
The Planets & Personal Points 
! SUN.............. Spirit, life force & identity. Masculine principle 
# MOON........... Soul, emotions and instincts. Domesticity. Feminine principle 
$ MERCURY.... Intellect and power of communication. The reasoning mind 
& VENUS.......... Love, beauty, art and attraction 

( MARS............ Energy, action, aggression and conflict 
) JUPITER....... Wisdom, expansion, optimism & success 
* SATURN....... Restriction, limitation, restraint & sorrow 

: URANUS....... Change, originality, revolution & eccentricity 
; NEPTUNE..... Imagination, spirituality, inspiration, illusion & deception 
g PLUTO.......... Power, forces beyond personal control & transformation 

> NORTH NODE. Alliances, family ties and links with others 
? SOUTH NODE. Karma and challenges in associations 
@ ASCENDANT. Face you show the world. Primary motivation in life 
B MIDHEAVEN. Aim in life 
 
The Houses 
1st HOUSE  Physical appearance, self-expression and vitality 
2nd HOUSE  Personal assets, wealth and earning ability 
3rd HOUSE  Immediate environment, siblings, mentality and communication 



4th HOUSE  Home, family, origins, father and later life 
5th HOUSE  Pleasures, amusements, love & children 
6th HOUSE  Service, work & health 
7th HOUSE  Partners, other people generally & open enemies 
8th HOUSE  Other people's resources, wills, legacies & death 
9th HOUSE  Long journeys, higher learning, religion and law 
10th HOUSE  Reputation, career & the mother 
11th HOUSE  Friends, benefactors and groups 
12th HOUSE  Self-undoing, withdrawal, retreat and seclusion 
 
The  Aspects 
] CONJUNCTION. Unity of energies, which can be harmonious or aggravating 
^ OPPOSITION. Destructive or learning 
_ TRINE........... Harmonious and flowing 
` SQUARE....... Tension 
a SEXTILE....... Easy, creative and harmonious 
e QUINCUNX... Energies that work independently of each other 
c SESQUISQUARE. Problems that can become chronic if not addressed 
b SEMISQUARE. Petty annoyances that can escalate 
d SEMISEXTILE. Minor disruptions, which usually work out for the best 
 


